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Ah&act-_Whenafast sguarerootisavailable.it may beadvantageous touseit toassist in theevaluationof cube 
roots. Several iteration methods are developed for computingcuberoots. some of which should be superior to the 
conventional Newton’s method in certain situations. 
Numerical analysis, including the evaluation of functions, has traditionally focused on the four 
basic arithmetic operations. One excellent reason for this is that these functions have usually 
been the only ones which can be calculated quickly. However, there exist a number of 
situations in which square roots can be calculated in a time comparable to that of division; this 
is the case on many calculators and a few computers. A somewhat less obvious such situation 
which can arise is that in which a multiple-precision package with a fast square root is being 
used. The advent of microcomputers should make this situation more common. In fact, in each 
of these cases, it is very common for square roots to be faster than divides. 
A very natural ploblem to apply square roots to is that of evaluating cube roots, and indeed 
Hammer[l] has done so. To find x = $‘a, he applies Newton’s method to the equations 
x3/2 _ a 112 =0 and x3/4 _ u”~ = 0 leading to iteration functions j2 and f3 below. He observes 
empiri.cally that each tends to &verge faster than the conventional Newton iteration for $u, 
which is given by f, below. 
By taking a more systematic approach, we can reach more precise conclusions, and find 
additional iteration functions as well. Set r = *la and let x = r(1 - E) be an approximation to r 
(E having either sign). Then we have 
x = r( 1 - tz), 
a/x2=r(lt2et3E2+4~3t5E4t...), 
d(u/x) = r(1 t d2 t 3e2/8 t 5e3/16 t 35~~1128 t . . . ), 
I = r(1 - 64 - 3r2/32 - 7~~1128 - 77e4/2048 t . . . ). 
For each pair of the above expressions, there exists a unique linear combination of them 
which causes the linear term to vanish. These are: 
f,(x) = (u/x2 t 2x)/3 = r(l t l 2 + O(E))), 
f2(x) = (2d(a/x) t x)/3 = r(1 + e2/4 t B(E~)), 
f3(x) = (4q(ux) - x)/3 = r(1 - l 2/8 t a(~~)), 
f4(x) = (4d(u/x) - u/x2)/3 = r( 1 - e2/2 t 6(e3)), 
fs(x) = (8q(ux) t u/x2)/9 = r(1 t l 2/4 t S(e3)), 
f,Jx) = (2Q(ux) t d(u/x)/3 = r(l t ~~116 + O(E~)). 
There is no need to stop at pairs: 
f,(x) = (8Vulx) t 2x - a/x2)/9 = r(1 - c3/6 t a(~~)), 
f&x) = (32$(0x)-6x - a/x2)/27 = r(l - ~~112 t 6(e4)), 
fdx) = (8$‘(ux) t 2d(u/x) - x)/9 = r( 1 t c3/48 + 0(e4)), 
fdx) = (32$‘(ux) + 24v’(u/x) - 2u/x2)/54 =r(1 - c3/24 t 0(e4)), 
f,,(x) =.(64$(ux) t 24d(u/x) - 6x - u/x2)/81 = r(1 - c4/96 + O’(E~)). 
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Any of these can be used to find +‘a iteratively by choosing an initial estimate x0 and setting 
x,+~ = fi(X,). An important aspect of the above is not just the results themselves, but the 
method of arriving at them. Good iteration functions are often hard to discover, and Newton’s 
method, useful as it is, should not be relied on exclusively. (It is hard to imagine f4,. . . ,f,, 
being discovered by Newton’s method or similar methods.) As another example, consider the 
well-known iteration for l/u: x,+, = 2x, - ax ‘,. This is easy to find using the above technique, 
but one might try several alternatives before finding out that a - l/x = 0 is the right equation to 
apply Newton’s method to. 
Although any of the functions f,, . . . , fll could serve as an iteration function, some of them, 
particularly f4, fS, ,fs, and flo, seem unlikely ever to be of value, except perhaps pedagogically. 
Nevertheless, several could prove useful under the appropriate circumstances. Deciding which 
is best depends on knowing the particular situation in detail, so that we can only discuss general 
guidelines for such a decision. The principles involved apply to many types of algorithm, not 
just those for root extraction; for this reason we go into some detail about these principles. 
Certainly the most attractive choices are the first six, although f., and fs seem easy to 
eliminate, as has been said. The function fi leads of course to Newton’s method, and certainly 
should be used when a fast square root is not available. We will generally judge other fi against 
fl. 
The function fi is interesting. In many situations, it would be evaluated using one square 
root, two divisions, and two additions, versus one multiplication, two divisions, and two 
additions for fl. (Often, of course, one division can be replaced by a multiplication in each case, 
and in some circumstances can be made even cheaper, for instance by replacing it with a single 
division by 3” after n iterations have been completed.) In any case, it will usually be true that 
each iteration will be slightly slower for fi. However, on a single-register machine without a 
“reciprocal” instruction, the calculation of f, requires the step of storing x2. Moreover, if more 
than two iterations are required for convergence, one may precalculate 4u and write f*(x) as 
(~(4ulx) + x)/3, saving additions. 
Even if calculating f2 is somewhat slower than for f,, in many cases this will be made up for 
by the better error term. If E is small, f2 gains 2 bits of precision over f, at the first iteration, 6 at 
the second, 14 at the third, and so on. This difference would often be enough to save one 
iteration, or to shorten the process of reducing the range and choosing the initial estimate. In 
fact, one could combine f, and fi to tailor the precision to that required. Thus, one iteration of 
f2, followed by one of f,, is four bits better than two iterations of fl. 
In spite of having a better associated error term, the function f3 is less likely to be of use 
than the first two, since it requires one more arithmetic operation. Nevertheless, it may 
sometimes be useful for tailoring the precision as discussed above. In addition, f3 can often be 
coded in less space than f, or f2. This feature might be useful on a computer with a “short loop” 
capability, for instance. 
Moreover, on a non-programmable calculator, the extra arithmetic operation in f3 may not 
be important, since the time is determined primarily by the time it takes to push a button. Even 
here, however, the number of keystrokes necessary, and the convenience of their sequence, 
would determine which function to use on a given calculator. In fact, on many typical 
algebraic-logic alculators with memory, it happens that f,, f2, and f:, all require twelve 
keystrokes, plus the number equired to recall or reenter a. Of course, if the calculator at hand 
can calculate exponential functions directly, none of this discussion applies. Although such 
calculators are widely available *in most parts of the world, f3 is as easy to remember for 
emergencies as f, or f2. 
Up to this point it has been assumed that E is small, implying that a good method of range 
reduction is available to getting at x0. Arriving at a good value for x0 is of course relatively easy 
if a is a floating-point variable on a computer, or if x0 is found by hand. It is more difficult to do 
so, however, if a is fixed-point, or if a programmable calculator (without exponential functions) 
is being used. Indeed, range reduction for the fixed-point case probably would involve expensive 
conversions to floating-point and back. In some microcomputer environments, floating-point 
may not be available at all. In these cases, one can use xo = V/a or $‘/a, but xo may still be far 
from Vu. If (I is very large or small, this leads to a poor value of x0, which can cause slow 
convergence, or none at all. If a and x0 are positive, then f,, f2, f5, and f6 always converge, but 
any of the others (those with a subtraction) can go astray, getting a negative xi. 
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One way to deal with the possibility of a poor x0 is to improve it by using the iteration 
functions +‘(a~) or d(a/x) preferably the former, for the first few steps. This will rapidly lead 
to a value that is close enough to $la that any of the j; will find a root quickly. (In fact, on a 
non-programmable calculator the use of V(U) alone as an iteration function might sometimes 
be useful, even though it is rather slow.) A drawback to the above approach to finding x0 is that 
it requires a program containing two loops instead of one, wasting time and some space. A 
better appriach seems to be use f6 for all iterations. This function is about as powerful a range 
reducer as $‘(a.~) or v(u/x) alone, and is alto very powerful when 6 is small. For this reason, fb 
appears to be an excellent choice when it is hard to choose a good value for x0, in spite of its 
greater number of operations and the fact that the iteration loop would have to contain a test 
for convergence. 
One further point should be raised. It is necessary that all values in the calculation be within 
the capacity of the machine being used. This will certainly be the case with f, and fz, provided 
only that x0 is reasonable (for instance if x0 = d/a or t(u), but it might not be with f3 if a is not 
far from the largest or smallest value the machine can hold. This difficulty with f3 can be 
avoided by precalculating ~‘/a and by calculating $‘(a~) by the sequence steps d/x, v’/a.dx, 
$‘a~. Even better might be to precalculate 16du. No difficulty should normally arise with f6, 
since the most economical sequence of steps to use is generally a/x, d(u/x), x.v(a/x), +(a~). 
We now turn our attention briefly to j,, . . . ,f,,. In spite of the impressive error terms 
associated with them, the number of steps required to compute each will usually more than 
cancel out any advantage of a reduced number of iterations. However, if computations can be 
done in parallel, these functions could come into their own, since the terms of the fi could be 
computed in parallel, whereas successive iterations cannot. In addition, the different order of 
error might make f7 or fs useful for tailoring. There is a reasonable chance that fs, at least, 
might prove useful by itself even when computation is sequential, because of its especially 
small error. Three iterations of f, produce an error of essentially 8, while two iterations of f9 
produce an error of e8/4@ - E* x 10e5, an improvement of more than 16 bits. Two iterations offs 
require only one extra slow operation, if it is impractical to defer the division by 9. 
In addition, fs is the only one of the eleven functions which produces alternating convergence, a 
property which is often desirable in an iterative algorithm. 
Another general idea for finding iteration functions when a fast square root is available is to 
use a second-order Newton’s method. Applied to the equation x3-u = 0, this leads to the 
function 
f(x) = (x + d((4ulx - x2)/3))/2 = r( 1 + e3/3 + O(E~)). 
This function is similar to f7 in its error term and in the number of operations needed for 
evaluating it. One drawback it has is that the division by 3 cannot be deferred, as is the case 
with the other functions discussed. The existence of so many iteration functions with good 
convergence and few operations uggests that more may be found. 
It is of interest o consider what other numerical analysis problems might be facilitated by 
the free use of square roots. For instance, in Refs. [2-41 they are used in evaluating logarithms 
and inverse trigonometric and hyperbolic functions. The computational complexity of iterations 
is studied in [5], Chapter 6, without considering square roots. It is possible that adding square 
roots to the basic operations could lower the theoretical complexity of some problems. That 
this may be true is suggested by the fact that the iteration function f(x) = (16 x $‘ax -X)/IS for 
the 15th root of a uses one fewer operation than Newton’s method. With the advent of 
inexpensive calculators permitting direct evaluation of all elementary functions, there functions 
too are likely to become a more important part of numerical analysis. 
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